This job description aptly describes the duties and/or assignments being performed but does not exclude other occasional work.

DEFINITION

Under general supervision, is responsible for the operation of medium to large and complex equipment used in construction or ditching work of routine difficulty; performs related work as required.

EXAMPLES OF DUTIES

Ability to proficiently operate at least two types of medium to larger equipment or trucks, drives or operates equipment of a medium size including very large or heavy trucks such as a large dump truck and backhoe; provides routine maintenance to vehicle or equipment; performs physical labor as required; may lead in a crew to perform construction, maintenance and/or repair of drainage facilities; may ability to lead a crew in various equipment operation and operate smaller equipment as necessary. Completes any tasks instructed by Supervisor.

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS

Skills, Knowledge, and Abilities:
- Skill in the operation of moderately complex construction equipment
- Good knowledge of particular characteristics and working procedures for machines and equipment operated.

Training and Experience:
- Two years’ experience in operating or driving light construction equipment, trucks or related equipment
- Good Driving record
- Must have a class B CDL with a good driving record

Working Conditions and Physical Requirements:
- Work outside in all kinds of weather
- Requires walking, standing, bending, and physical effort in lifting heavy objects